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 1. SAFETY / DISCLAIMER

The device is designed with safety in mind and no danger is known if the device is intact, installed and 
operated as described in the manual. Only use the device in the way as it is described in the intended 
use.

The most important prerequisites for use, operation, and safety are explained to ensure smooth oper-
ation. No warranty or liability claims will be covered if the instrument is used in ways other than those 
described or if the necessary prerequisites and safety measures are not observed.

The instrument may only be operated by persons who read the manual and
following the safety instructions.

 

Please be aware that, as the Opentrons platform is highly flexible it is the customers respons-
ibility to ensure the process is compatible with the installed setup/devices. The responsibility 
includes for example testing if the required mixing frequency is supported and, especially 
when using devices which generate heat, a good airflow is provided. 
 
Always also read the device Operating Manual before implementation.
 
QINSTRUMENTS does not give any warranty for using our devices in the Opentrons sys-
tem. The use is at your sole risk.
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 2. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

 2.1 INTENDED USE

The OT-2 Integration Kit is designed to integrate QINSTRUMENT devices into the OT-2 Robot. Therefore 
it comprises a hardware and software interface. The OT-2 Integration Kit does not include a device. 
Devices need to be bought separately.

Not all devices are supported. Ask our support team if unsure if the desired device is com-
patible.

 
 
 2.2 FEATURES

At QINSTRUMENTS we are always interested in the latest developments in Lab Automation. That is why 
we were excited when we got the chance to use one of the Opentrons 2 System in one of our projects 
and get first-hand experience with it.

The simple yet robust design combined with the opportunity to easily create custom scripts and the 
open access philosophy is a set of intriguing features as we found out. It offers countless ways of optim-
izing and digging into the system and the scripts to get a deeper understanding of the mechanisms at 
work. It is however a time-consuming process that can be daunting, the resources and the focus of a 
team on getting things done might make the System unattractive. Therefore, we created the OT-2 Integ-
ration Kit for our devices. The combination of hard and software offers a smooth integration with the 
clear goal to make it as simple as possible to get the device up and running shortly and minimizing the 
related risk of running into errors.

That said we are however aware that the combination of labware, additional devices and the cus-
tomization of the Opentrons hard and software in the field is endless. Therefore, we cannot take any 
liability for using the OT-2 Integration kit.

This document describes all steps necessary to integrate a QINSTRUMENTS device into the OT-2 System. 
The document will start with the list of prerequisites followed by an overview of the components and 
the installation process and then going into detail of how to install each component and using the QOT 
python module in your script. Finally, some integration examples are given. Be aware that the Kit itself 
does not include a device.

As the result of the integration the commands to control a QINSTRUMENTS device can be used directly 
in your scripts and you have the power of high-end mixing, heating and cooling abilities available in your 
Opentrons System to implement your desired workflow.

All required information and downloads are available at: 

https://www.qinstruments.com/knowledge/qinstruments-supports-opentrons-applications/

https://www.qinstruments.com/knowledge/qinstruments-supports-opentrons-applications/
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 2.3 PREREQUISITES

To use the OT-2 Integration Kit the following requirements need to be fulfilled. Please check if the 
requirements are meet before continuing.

User It is assumed that the user is familiar with the general operation of the Open-
trons System and knows for example how to use the Opentrons App, how to 
load protocols and conduct calibrations.

Opentrons provides lots of learning material on their support page: https://sup-
port.opentrons.com/en/

OT-2 Robot The OT-2 adapter plate and the software components are only compatible with 
the second edition of the Opentrons Liquid Handler.

OT-2 product page: https://opentrons.com/ot-2

OT-2 App version Tested with Version 3.20.0 | 4.0.0 | 4.3.0

Lower versions down to 3.14.0 should work, too. 

OT-2 API V2 Usage of the second version of the OT-2 API is mandatory.

API documentation: https://docs.opentrons.com/v2/index.html
 
 
 2.4 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Properties  
Material Aluminum anodized
Dimension 142 x 99 x 10 [mm] | 5.59 x 3.9 x 0.39 [inch]
Weight 0.3 kg | 0.66 lbs

Drawing  

  

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 
  Technical drawing of device

Technical specification are subject to change.

https://support.opentrons.com/en/
https://support.opentrons.com/en/
https://opentrons.com/ot-2
https://docs.opentrons.com/v2/index.html
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 2.5 DELIVERY PARTS

 
Part 1 QOT USB/RS232 converter

  To identify QINSTRUMENTS devices and use them in parallel with other instruments a pro-
grammed converter is required.

Part 2 Set of screws for mounting
  2x ISO 14581 M3 x 8

2x DIN 912 M2.5 x 14
2x DIN 912 M4 x 16
2x DIN125 A2.7 - A2
2x DIN125 A4.3 - A2

Part 3 QI plate
  Plate to mount QINSTRUMENTS device to

Part 4 OT plate
  Plate that is connected to the OT-2 deck

Part 5 QOT labware definition (software - not displayed)
  Labware files for QINSTRUMENTS adapters are available for downloaded.

https://www.qinstruments.com/fileadmin/Application/08-Opentrons/QOT_labware_defin-
itions.zip
(If the labware definition of one of the adapters you are using is missing please get in touch.)

You can also use any other labware from the Opentrons Labware Library: https://lab-
ware.opentrons.com/ or any custom labware definitions if they are in line with the Opentrons 
labware definition guidelines.

Part 6 QOT python module (software - not displayed)
  A set of Python modules that extends the Opentrons API to use QINSTRUMENTS devices. The 

latest release is available for download on the homepage.
https://www.qinstruments.com/fileadmin/Application/08-Opentrons/QOT_python_module.zip

https://www.qinstruments.com/fileadmin/Application/08-Opentrons/QOT_labware_definitions.zip
https://www.qinstruments.com/fileadmin/Application/08-Opentrons/QOT_labware_definitions.zip
https://labware.opentrons.com/
https://labware.opentrons.com/
https://www.qinstruments.com/fileadmin/Application/08-Opentrons/QOT_python_module.zip
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 2.6 QOT PLATE DESCRIPTION

 

Figure 2   Device image which highlights important device elements
 

1 Screw cavity for mounting option C (2x)
 If mounting option C is used to mount the QOT adapter plat to the OT-2 deck the screw tail needs this space

2 QOT plate aligning holes (2x 4)
 Holes to align the two QOT plates to each other in 4 defined positions. The holes are related to the QOT plate 

aligning pins [8]. Each position can be described with the set-up number.

3 QI Device mounting threads  (2x)
 M3 threads to mount a QINSTRUMENTS device on the QOT plate.

4 Set-up number view hole
 Hole to view engraved set-up number on OT-2 plate after the plates are joined.

5 QOT plate mounting holes (2x)
 Holes for screws to mount the QI plate to the OT-2 plate to form the QOT plate. The holes are related to the QOT 

plate mounting threads [9].

6 QI plate mounting holes for mounting option B (2x 4)
 Holes for screws to mount the QOT plate to the OT-2 deck, if mounting option B is used.

7 OT-2 mounting threads for mounting option C (2x)
 M4 threads to mount the QOT plate to the OT-2 deck, if mounting option C is used.

8 QOT plate aligning pins (2x)
 Pins to align the two QOT plates to each other in 4 defined positions. The pins are related to the QOT plate align-

ing holes [2]. Each position can be described with the set-up number.

9 QOT plate mounting threads (2x 4)
 Threads to mount the QOT plates to each other. The threads are related to the QOT plate mounting holes [5].

10 Set-up numbers
 Engraved numbers (1 - 4). After mounting the plates . The set-up number of the mounting position can be seen 

through the Set-up number view hole [4].

11 OT-2 plate protrusion for mounting option A (2x)
 The protrusion of the OT-2 plate at this area is in direct contact with the leaf spring of the OT-2 deck to realize an 

optimal mounting.

12 OT-2 plate mounting holes for mounting option B (2x 4)
 Holes for screws to mount the QOT plate to the OT-2 deck, if mounting option B is used.
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 2.7 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

The software comprises two elements, the QOT labware definition files and the QOT python module.

QOT python module

The QOT python module provides the software interface to easily integrate QINSTRUMENTS devices into 
Opentrons scripts. Loading this module will be part of all scripts, that are operating QINSTRUMENTS 
devices. The python module provides the QIDevice class, which is used to operate the instrument. Due 
to the USB/RS232 Converter a QINSTRUMENTS device can simply be initialized and connected with one 
command using the serial number of the device as a parameter. With a second function of the class the 
labware that is used is defined. After these two steps, all commands of the device that are described in 
the related Integration manual can be send to the QI device in the script.

Further Information can be found in the following chapters:

Install QOT python module  3.5 
Execute command  4.4 
Class reference  6.1 

QOT labware definition files

QOT labware definition files are labware definition files that are provided from QINSTRUMENTS. They 
have the same structure and hold the same information as the labware definition files from Opentrons. 
However, the distinction is made, because when a QOT labware definition file is used some additional 
parameters need to be set when the labware is loaded onto the QI Device. 

The labware definition file describes the properties (width, length, height, …) and further parameters 
(order of wells, …) of any labware that is placed onto the Opentrons deck to make it accessible to the 
software and realize a save and defined interaction with the object. The format for this information is 
json (JavaScript Object Notation). 

The json file describing the used labware is loaded in the script to use the labware. Besides the json file 
QINSTRUMENTS provides an additional image file (png format) for each labware. Because besides the 
properties that the robot needs to known to use the labware, the user needs to know the well names 
and their ordering. The well names are used in the script to identify each well. On many standard plastic 
labware the well position, that is used as the well name, is printed on the labware itself. On many cus-
tom-made aluminum adapters this is not the case. That is why for each QOT labware definition an image 
with the naming schema for the wells of the adapter is provided. This means for each labware at least 
two files are shipped. One is the actual labware definition that describes the adapter, which is loaded 
and used in the script and the other one is an image, that shows the well names and their position.

 

For each QOT labware definition an image that illustrates the well names and positions is 
provided. Use these well names in your script. It is advised to always have look at the image 
showing the well names, to ensure the right well names are used in the script.
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An example of how an image file for a labware looks like is shown below.

Figure 3   The figure shows the image that is provided for 
the adapter 2016-1080. It shows the ordering/naming 
schemas of the wells that needs to be used in a script

 
For adapters that have more than one type of cavity, for each cavity type, a set (labware definition 
(.json) and naming schema (.png)) of files is provided. In that way it is possible to use just one or all the 
available cavities of an adapter, depending on the requirements of your assay. The .json file is the file 
that is used in the script, the image file with the same name shows the corresponding well names.
 
Figure 4   The three naming schema images provided for the 
adapter 2016-1062.

Right top: 2016_1062.png
When this labware is loaded both tube types are available. 
At the top of the image information regarding the different 
cavity types/groups is displayed.

Left bottom: 2016_1062_24x_1.5ml.png
When this labware is loaded the 1.5ml tube positions can 
be used. 

Right bottom: 2016_1062_15x_0.5ml.png
When this labware is loaded the 0.5ml tube positions can 
be used. 

 

Adapters with multiple types of cavities provide a labware file for each type of cavity sep-
arately, in addition to the labware file describing the complete adapter.
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Sources of labware definition files are:

OT standard labware library https://labware.opentrons.com/ 

OT online labware creator https://labware.opentrons.com/create/

OT service https://opentrons-ux.typeform.com/to/xi8h0W

QOT labware definitions https://www.qinstruments.com/knowledge/qinstruments-
supports-opentrons-applications/
(If the labware definition of one of the adapters you plan to 
use is missing please get in touch)

 
Further Information can be found in the following chapters:

Install QOT labware definition files  3.6 
Load labware  4.3 

 

QOT labware definition files are labware definitions provided from QINSTRUMENTS. QOT lab-
ware definition files can only be used with a QI device and a QI adapter, but a QI device can 
be used with all types of labware definition files.

 
 
 2.8 MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING

The QOT plate is maintenance-free for standard use purposes.
 
Cleaning should be done with a wet but not soaked cloth using a mild soap solution and water or an alco-
hol-based disinfectant.

Be aware that mounted devices have there own maintenance and cleaning instructions. 
Assure to read this instructions thoroughly. 

 
If you have any questions about cleaning please contact your distributor or directly QINSTRUMENTS. 
Should it become necessary to repair the equipment, it should be returned to an authorized servicing 
agent. The equipment must be clean and free from harmful substances. Always ship the shaker well-
packed, preferably in the original shipping container in order to avoid damages.

https://labware.opentrons.com/
https://labware.opentrons.com/create/
https://opentrons-ux.typeform.com/to/xi8h0W
https://www.qinstruments.com/knowledge/qinstruments-supports-opentrons-applications/
https://www.qinstruments.com/knowledge/qinstruments-supports-opentrons-applications/
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 3. INSTALLATION

 3.1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Also the installation process was streamlined to make it as smooth as possible several steps are required 
to enable the operation of a QINSTRUMENTS device via the OT-2 robot. All steps will be described in 
detail and should be easy to follow. If you are uncertain about how to proceed, please get in contact. 
(see  9. )

The installation process can be divided into a hardware and a software related part and comprises the 
following steps. Use the check-boxes to keep track of your installation progress.

Chapter Step
 3.2 Assemble the QOT plate depending on the desired deck position.  

 3.3 Mount the QOT plate depending on the chosen mount option on the OT-2 deck.  

 3.4 Mount the QINSTRUMENTS device to the QOT plate and connect it to the OT-2 robot 
via the QOT USB/RS232 Converter

 

 3.5 Install QOT Labware definition files  

 3.6 Install QOT python module  
 
 
 3.2 ASSEMBLE QOT PLATE

The QOT adapter can be placed on every of the eleven deck positions. However, regarding the cable 
management, it is recommended to place the device on the left (position 1, 4, 7, 10) or right (position 3, 
6, 9) column of the deck. The QI device can be mounted on the QOT adapter in both orientations so that 
the cables will come out to the left or right of the device and can be easily be placed in the Opentrons 
housing. 

If you do not want or cannot afford to lose any deck position there are 4 deck positions (1, 3, 9, 10) 
where the QOT adapter can be placed without losing an adjacent position if the QOT adapter is 
assembled with the fitting set-up number.
 

Figure 5   Top view of Opentrons deck with four red 
highlighted deck positions. If the QOT plate is 
placed on one of this highlighted deck positions (1, 
3, 9, 10) no  neighboring position gets lost.

The bottom right number at the red areas is the set-
up number of this position. The QOT plate needs to 
be assembled with that set-up number to have the 
beneficial effect of not losing a neighboring position.
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Combination of Opentrons deck position and QOT adapter plate set-up number for not losing 
a neighboring deck position.
 
Deck position 1 3 9 10
QOT plate set-up number 1 2 3 4

 
Via the Aligning pins on the OT-2 plate and the corresponding aligning holes in the QI plate the plates 
can be assembled in 4 different defined set-ups. The set-up numbers are: 1, 2, 3, 4. The plates are fixed 
in the chosen position using the delivered M3 x 8 screws. The set-up number of the current con-
figuration can be viewed through a hole in the middle of the QI Plate.

Figure 6   Isometric view and 
description of QOT plate assem-
bling parts. (left)
Top view of the QOT adapter 
plate, where you can see the 
set-up number. The QOT plate 
is assembled in the way that the 
set-up number is 1 (right)

 
 
 3.3 MOUNT QOT PLATE

The Adapter plate establishes the connection between the Opentrons Deck and the QINSTRUMENTS 
device. It offers a simple way to mount QINSTRUMENTS devices onto several different deck positions. 
Depending on the deck position the two plates of the adapter need to be fastened accordingly (see  3.2
 ).

There are 3 options (A, B, C) to mount the QOT plate on the OT-2 deck. The difference between the 
options is the tightness of the connection. Depending on your assay the requirements for the tightness 
can vary greatly. The influencing factors are described in depth in the Operation manual of your device. 
In general the demand for a stronger connection will rise with mixing speed and adapter and probe 
weight. Starting from a 96 well plate up to using a custom aluminum adapter to work with special deep-
well plates or vials the need for a tighter connection will rise.

Having a stable connection is a key factor for reproducible mixing results and a save operation, therefor 
this is an important decision. If unsure you can always start with option A and upgrade the mount type if 
required. A simple sign to use a stronger mount option is that the QINSTRUMENTS device does not sit 
still while shaking. 
 

If there are any signs of movement of the QINSTRUMENTS device while shaking it is advised 
to use a stronger mount option.

 

The QOT plate must always be placed with the cavity in the QI plate in the same corner as the 
spring leafs on the OT-2 deck.
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Mount option A

This is the easiest way of mounting the QOT adapter plate. It works like mounting any other normal lab-
ware on the OT-2 robot. It is done by inserting the QOT adapter plate onto one of the Opentrons deck 
positions. The  cavity in the adapter plate needs to be in the front, right orientation to place the plate on 
the deck. The adapter is hold in position via the spring steel sheets of the deck.

Figure 7   The image on the left only shows the OT-2 plate for visualization and understanding reasons. The OT-2 plate is hold in 
position by the two leaf springs in the right lower corner of the OT-2 deck (red circle). The image on the right shows the com-

plete QOT plate placed at deck position 3, with set-up number 2
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Mount option B

Mount option B uses the given threads of the spring leafs available at each OT-2 deck position to screw 
tight the QOT plate. Depending on how the following steps are conducted it might be necessary to 
remove the whole OT-2 deck plate, which might require to recalibrate all used labware.

This connection is much stronger and reliable than option A. It has however the weakness that the QOT 
plate is mounted at the corner position of the plate. At heavy loads the QOT plate can start to vibrate 
and influence other labware or devices on the OT-2 deck.

Step Instruction

1 Get access to the leaf spring screws. Depending on the environment the OT-2 robot is placed 
this might be achieved by lifting or "crawling" under the robot or by screwing loose the com-
plete OT-2 deck plate.

Figure 8   Image on the left shows of the OT-2 deck with red circles around the screws holding the deck plate. 
Image on the right shows the bottom-side of the OT-2 deck plate, with removed (left) and not removed (right) leaf 

springs.

2 Remove the leaf springs at the desired deck position. 

Figure 9   Image of top-side of OT-2 deck with removed leaf 
springs, showing the now usable threads.

3 Place and screw tight the QOT plate using the delivered M2.5 x 14 screws and A2.7 washers.

Figure 10   Image of QOT plate mounted to the OT-2 deck via 
option B at deck position 1 with set-up number 1

 

Recalibration of all used labware might be necessary after displacing and placing the OT-2 
deck plate.
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Mounting option C

This option needs more crafting and might therefore not be doable for every customer. This is however 
the strongest connection and will prevent possible vibration and provide a more quiet operation of the 
device than mount option A and B.

Step Instruction

1 Remove the OT-2 deck plate by loosening the two fastening screws.

Figure 11   Image showing the OT-2 deck with red circles 
around the scews holding the deck plate. 

2 Positioning the QOT plate at the desired OT-2 deck position. And mark the position of the 
QOT mounting threads for mounting option C on the OT-2 plate

Figure 12   Image of QOT plate at OT-2 deck position 1 
using a marker pencil to mark the position of the mount 
threads for option C (red circle) on the OT-2 deck.

3 Drill two 7 mm holes at the marked positon into the OT-2 deck

Figure 13   Image of the OT-2 deck with two 7 mm holes 
at the market position at deck position 1

4 Mount the QOT plate from the bottom side of the OT-2 plate through the drilled holes with 
the delivered M4 x 16 screws and the A4.3 washers.

Figure 14   Side view of the OT-2 plate, where the QOT 
plate ist mounted at deck position 1 with 2 screws and 
washers coming from the bottom side of the OT-2 plate
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5 Mount the OT-2 deck plate along with the mounted QOT plate, back in place.

Figure 15   View of the OT-2 deck with the QOT plate 
mounted at deck position 1 with set-up number 1 using 
the mount option C

 

Recalibration of all used labware might be necessary after displacing and placing the OT-2 
deck plate.
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 3.4 MOUNT AND CONNECT QINSTRUMENTS DEVICE

In the last two steps the QOT plate was assembled to fit to a certain OT-2 deck position (keyword: set-up 
number) and mounted via one of the three mounting options (A, B, C) to this position. The next step is 
to mount the QINSTRUMENTS device on the QOT plate.

Via the M3 QI Device mounting threads in the QI Plate a QI device can be mounted to the QOT Plate 
using the DIN 912 M3 x 18 screws, delivered with the QINSTRUMENTS device. The device can be moun-
ted in both orientation on the plate. This can be useful for the cable management in the Opentrons Sys-
tem. Remove the rubber base elements at the bottom of the device before mounting, to get the correct 
thread length.
 

Remove the rubber base elements at the bottom of the device before mounting the 
QINSTRUMENTS device.

 
Figure 16   Illustration showing the possibility to mount 
a QINSTRUMENTS device in two different orientations 
onto the QOT plate.

 
To connect a QINSTRUMENTS device to the Opentrons robot, the QOT USB/RS232 Converter is required. 
It converts the connector type from RS232 to USB, and via the integrated chip it provides identification 
information for the software. The converter also works if it is connected via an USB hub to the Open-
trons robot.

If you are using your own USB/RS232 converter with a FTDI chip, it is required to set the value of the

[USB String Descriptors | Manufacturer] property to: QInstruments

The value is case sensitive! Big Q and I in the beginning and s at the end.

 

For reliable recognition of a connected QI device, it is beneficial to connect the devices 
before powering on the Opentrons robot.
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 3.5 INSTALL QOT PYTHON MODULE

Step Instruction

1 Download and unzip the QOT python module files to the computer the OT-2 robot is con-
nected to.
https://www.qinstruments.com/fileadmin/Application/08-Opentrons/QOT_python_module.zip

2 Determine the IP-Address of the OT-2 robot in the Opentrons App

Figure 17   Screenshot of OT-2 
app with highlighted elements to 
determine the IP-Address of the 
OT-2 device

3 Open a browser and enter: [IP-Address]:48888 to open the jupyter notebook server running 
on the Opentrons system.

Figure 18   Image of browser 
with jupyter notebook after 
entering the Opentrons IP-
Address 

4 With the upload button, select and upload all files from the unpacked zip file.

Figure 19   Jupyter notebook user 
interface, showing the upload 
sequence

 

 

 

Do not change the upload directory. The files must be in the jupyter base path. The 
pytransform.so file will not show up in the list after upload.

 

https://www.qinstruments.com/fileadmin/Application/08-Opentrons/QOT_python_module.zip
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 3.6 INSTALL QOT LABWARE DEFINITION FILES

Step Instruction

1 Download and unzip the QOT python module files to the computer the OT-2 robot is con-
nected to.
https://www.qinstruments.com/fileadmin/Application/08-Opentrons/QOT_labware_definitions.zip

2 Copy all files to the <Custom Labware Definition Folder> defined in the OT-2 app. The App 
automatically scans this folder for labware definition files and shows them in the CUSTOM 
LABWARE LIST. All API NAMEs in the list can be used in your script.

Figure 20   Screenshot of OT-2  
app with highlighted elements 
related to use a custom labware 
definition

https://www.qinstruments.com/fileadmin/Application/08-Opentrons/QOT_labware_definitions.zip
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 4. OPERATION

 4.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter a step by step instruction is presented how to implement the operation of a 
QINSTRUMENTS device into an Opentrons script. It is assumed that all installation steps have been con-
ducted successfully. If it is the first time a QI device is used in a script it is advised, to initially remove the 
QI device from the OT-2 deck to lower the risk of damaging the robot due to mistakes that may happen 
when writing the script.
 

It is advised to remove the QINSTRUMENTS devices for initial script testing to reduce the risk 
of damaging the robot due to mistakes in implementation details.

 
 
 4.2 IMPORT QOT PYTHON MODULE AND CONNECT TO DEVICE

The class provided to work with a QINSTRUMENTS device is called QIDevice. The system path needs to 
be extended to make the QOT python module, that is defining the class, available.

import sys
sys.path.append('/var/lib/jupyter/notebooks')
from QOT import QIDevice

At first the QIDevice class is initiated and after that a connection to the device is established. This is 
done with the following command.

bs_3000_t = QIDevice(serial_number='8902', deck_position=1, adapter_set_up=1, 
                     protocol=protocol)

The parameters are:

serial_number Serial number of the device
deck_position OT-2 deck position of device
adapter_set_up Set-up number of QOT plate
protocol Protocol object that is handed over to the run() function

 
Errors occurring during internalization will be displayed to the user. With the QIDevice object that is 
returned after initialization, the QINSTRUMENTS device can now be controlled.
 
 
 4.3 LOAD LABWARE

The first and fare most important step before actually loading the labware in the script, is to identify 
your labware so you are able to use the correct labware definition file. Using the wrong file will almost 
certainly lead to unexpected movements of the Opentrons System that might lead to a damage of the 
system.

The usage of a wrong labware definition file might lead to a damage of your Opentrons Sys-
tem.
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With the load_labware() function of the QIDevice, the labware that is used is loaded and the labware 
object for further calls in the script is created and returned. This labware object that is created with the 
QIDevice.load_labware() function behaves like the labware object of the Opentrons System that is cre-
ated with the protocol.load_labware() function.

Depending on the labware that is used, some parameters might need to be set when calling the load_
labware() function. These parameters need to be measured / determined by the user. Errors regarding 
the measurement might lead to damage of the OT-2 robot.

The parameters that might be set are:

z_offset displacement of labware due to adapter [millimeter]
item_depth  depth of labware [millimeter]
item_volume volume of labware [microliter]

 

When using a QI adapter the user needs to set/measure parameters. Errors in  the parameter 
values might  lead to damage of the OT-2 robot.

 
Which parameter(s) need to be set depends on whether a QOT labware definition and/or a 
QINSTRUMENTS adapter is used or not. The following table gives an overview over the possible cases, 
that are explained in detail afterwards.
 

1 QI adapter + labware definition z_offset
2  QI adapter + QOT labware definition z_offset | item_depth | item_volume
3 NO adapter + labware definition -
4 NO adapter + QOT labware definition not valid

 
In the chapter Integration examples  5.  an example for each case is described in more detail. Depending 
on the case loading the labware is done in the following way.

 

# CASE 1
lbw_96_pcr = bs_3000.load_labware('biorad_96_wellplate_200ul_pcr', z_offset=3.0)

 
# CASE 2
lbw_2016_1062 = bs_3000_t.load_labware('2016_1062',
                                        z_offset=       (11,    5),
                                        item_depth=  (37.5, 30),
                                        item_volume= (1500, 500)
                                       )

 
# CASE 3
lbw_96_pcr = bs_3000_elm.load_labware('biorad_96_wellplate_200ul_pcr')
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CASE 1

Hardware Adapter provided from QINSTRUMENTS
Standard labware -> Labware definition file provided from elsewhere

Parameter z_offset
 
In this case it is required to measure the parameter z_offset. z_offset is a measure for the “lift” of the 
labware because it is mounted on the QI adapter. The z_offset value is the distance between the bottom 
of the QI adapter and the bottom of the labware that is placed upon the adapter. See the following pic-
tures for explanation.
 

 

CASE 2

Hardware Adapter provided from QINSTRUMENTS
QOT labware -> Labware definition file provided from QINSTRUMENTS

Parameter z_offset | item_depth | item_volume
 
In this case all three possible parameters need to be set. In this case z_offset describes the distance 
between the top of the adapter and the top of the tube/vial that is used. The other two parameters 
describe the tube/vial. The item depth is the distance from the top of the vial/tube to its bottom and the 
item_volume defines the amount of fluid the vial/tube can hold. See the following pictures for explan-
ation.
 

 

CASE 3

Hardware No adatper is used
Standard labware -> Labware definition file provided from elsewhere

Parameter -
 

No parameter needs to be set, because no QINSTRUMENTS adapter is 
used and the labware is completely defined by the labware definition.
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 4.4 EXECUTE COMMAND

Executing a command is done by using the exec_cmd() function of the QIDevice object. See an example 
below.

bs_3000_t.exec_cmd('setShakeTargetSpeed500')
bs_3000_t.exec_cmd('sonwr50', blocking=True)

 
In the integration manual a list of all available commands can be found. The integration manual is avail-
able online: https://www.qinstruments.com/?id=276#c2666

To plan a proper assay workflow, it is important to understand the behavior of certain commands after 
they have been called. Regards their behavior, commands can be divided into blocking and non-blocking 
commands.

Blocking hereby means that after the command has been called to be executed, it will return 
to the protocol, to the next line of code in your protocol, after the command has 
been completed.

Non-blocking hereby means that after the command has been called to be executed it will imme-
diately return after the command has been successfully send to the device, without 
waiting for the  realization of the command.

 
For the script flow it is important to know if the execution of a command of the QINSTRUMENTS device 
is blocking or not. Both behaviors might be desired. Blocking does mean that no delay needs to be set in 
the script to wait for the command to finish, the command will be finished after execution. This makes it 
easy to create a reliable script execution. On the other hand, non-blocking execution allows to execute 
further script commands in parallel to an activity of the QINSTRUMENTS device.  A description for all 
commands can be found in the integration manual. If no parameter that can change the behavior is 
given in the following list, the command behavior cannot be changed.
 

The characters <, > are not part of the command string and must be removed.
Example:  
shakeOnWithRuntime<val> ->                shakeOnWithRuntime500

 

List of Blocking and Non-blocking commands

resetDevice

blocking ('resetDevice') Returns after device reset is complete

shakeOn

blocking ('shakeOn') Returns after device reached defined      mix-
ing speed

shakeOnWithRuntime

non-blocking ('shakeOnWithRuntime<val>') Returns after device reached defined      mix-
ing speed but will NOT wait until      runtime 
has elapsed

blocking ('shakeOnWithRuntime<val>', blocking=True) Returns after given runtime elapsed

https://www.qinstruments.com/?id=276#c2666
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setShakeTargetSpeed

non-blocking ('setShakeTargetSpeed<val>') If called while device is already shaking,      
returns immediately

blocking ('setShakeTargetSpeed<val>', polling=True) Returns after target speed reached

shakeOff

blocking ('shakeOff') Return after device stopped and       reached 
the home position

shakeGoHome

blocking ('shakeGoHome') Returns after device reached home       pos-
ition

tempOn

non-blocking ('tempOn') Returns immediately

blocking ('tempOn', polling=True) Returns after temperature reached

setTempTarget

non-blocking ('setTempTarget<val>') If called while temperature control is      
already on, returns immediately

blocking ('setTempTarget<val>', polling=True) Returns after target temperature       
reached
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 5. INTEGRATION EXAMPLES

 5.1 INTRODUCTION

In the following picture the common combinations of QINSTRUMENTS device and labware are displayed. 
Which information is provided and what parameters need to be set for each of the combination, is 
described in this chapter.
 

Figure 21   Image of Opentrons system with 4 different combinations of QI devices and labware
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 5.2 EXAMPLE-1 [QI ADAPTER | QOT LABWARE DEFINITION]

Device Tubes BioShake 3000
QI-Adapter 025-21-01-01
Labware PCR Strips | 1.5 ml Tubes | 2 ml
Load name 025_21_01_01
Deck-Position 1
Set-up number 1

def run(protocol: protocol_api.ProtocolContext):
    device = QIDevice(serial_number=  '5978',
                      deck_position=  1, 
                      adapter_set_up= 1, 
                      protocol=       protocol
                     )

    # use the file with all available labware types together
    lbw = device.load_labware('025_21_01_01', z_offset=       (5.1,  2,        2,    7.8),
                                              item_depth= (19.9, 39,     39,     44),
                                              item_volume=(200,  1500, 1500, 2000)
                             )

Figure 22   Image of naming schema of 
adapter 025_21_01_01

Comment In this special case it is required to set 4 values for z_offset, item_depth and item_
volume,       despite there are only three different types of labware (PCR strips, 1.5 ml 
and 2 ml Tubes).       This is because the well position for the 1.5 ml Tubes (BA1 – BA4 + 
CA1 – CA6) are split and        cannot be defined in one continuous pattern. 
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 5.3 EXAMPLE-1.1 [QI ADAPTER | QOT LABWARE DEFINITION]

Device Tubes BioShake 3000
QI-Adapter 025-21-01-01
Labware PCR Strips
Load name 025_21_01_01_12x_strips
Deck-Position 1
Set-up number 1

def run(protocol: protocol_api.ProtocolContext):
    device = QIDevice(serial_number=  '5978',
                      deck_position=  1, 
                      adapter_set_up= 1, 
                      protocol=       protocol
                     )

    # use the file with all available labware types together
    lbw = device.load_labware('025_21_01_01', z_offset=       5.1,
                                              item_depth= 19.9,
                                              item_volume=200
                             )

Figure 23   Image of naming schema of 
adapter 025_21_01_01_12x_strips

Comment Variation of the example 1. But in this case just the strips position of the adapter is 
used not all possible cavities. As there is only one type of cavity, only one value for 
each parameter (z_offset, item_depth, item_volume) needs to be  set. 
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 5.4 EXAMPLE-2 [QI ADAPTER | QOT LABWARE DEFINITION]

Device Tubes BioShake 3000-t
QI-Adapter 2016-1062
Labware 1.5 ml Tubes | 0.5 ml Tubes
Load name 2016_1062
Deck-Position 3
Set-up number 2

def run(protocol: protocol_api.ProtocolContext):
    device = QIDevice(serial_number=  '8902',
                      deck_position=  3, 
                      adapter_set_up= 2, 
                      protocol=       protocol
                     )

    # use the file with all available labware types together
    lbw = device.load_labware('2016_1062', z_offset=       (11,   5.2),
                                           item_depth= (38,   30),
                                           item_volume=(1500, 500)
                             )

Figure 24   Image of naming schema of 
adapter 2016_1062

Comment In this example both types of tubes that the adapter can hold are used. Therefore, 
parameters for both types/groups must be set.
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 5.5 EXAMPLE-3 [NO ADAPTER | LABWARE DEFINITION]

Device Tubes BioShake 3000
QI-Adapter -
Labware Standard 96 well MTP 
Load name nest_96_wellplate_200ul_flat
Deck-Position 9
Set-up number 3

def run(protocol: protocol_api.ProtocolContext):
    device = QIDevice(serial_number=  '6258',
                      deck_position=  9, 
                      adapter_set_up= 3, 
                      protocol=       protocol
                     )

    # use the file with all available labware types together
    lbw = device.load_labware('nest_96_wellplate_200ul_flat')

Figure 25   Labware definition information 
provided from the Opentrons Labware Library

Comment In this example no adapter is used, therefore no additional parameters need to be 
set to load the labware.
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 5.6 EXAMPLE-4 [QI ADAPTER | LABWARE DEFINITION]

Device Tubes ColdPlate slim
QI-Adapter 2016-1064
Labware Standard 96 well MTP 
Load name biorad_96_wellplate_200ul_pcr
Deck-Position 10
Set-up number 4

def run(protocol: protocol_api.ProtocolContext):
    device = QIDevice(serial_number=  '15593',
                      deck_position=  10, 
                      adapter_set_up= 4, 
                      protocol=       protocol
                     )

    # use the file with all available labware types together
    lbw = device.load_labware('biorad_96_wellplate_200ul_pcr', z_offset=2.5) 

Figure 26   Labware definition information 
provided from the Opentrons Labware Library

Comment In this example a QINSTRUMENTS adapter with a standard labware is used. The 
QINSTRUMENTS adapter lifts the MTP about 2.5 mm up, therefore the z_offset para-
meter needs to be set to 2.5.
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 6. APPENDIX

 6.1 CLASS REFERENCE
class QIDevice(serial_number: str, deck_position: int, adapter_set_up: int, protocol: ProtocolContext)
 
Main class of the QOT python module. It is derived from the serial.Serial class of the pyserial module. For each 
QINSTRUMENTS device that is connected and used in the script an object of this class must be created. Ini-
tialization/connection, loading the labware and executing commands is realized with this object.

PARAM serial_number: str The serial number of the device that should be 
used. The    serial number is written on the device.

 deck_position: int Opentrons deck position number on which the 
device is    mounted.

 adatper_set_up: int Set-up number of the adapter.

 protocol: ProtocolContext Protocol context instance of the Opentrons API.

RAISES ValueError If the device is not a supported QI device or    errors 
regarding input parameters.

 ConnectError Any kind of error regarding the connect process.

FUNCTIONS load_labware(self,  load_name: str,  label: Union[None, str],   z_offset: Union[Tuple, float , int, 
None],  item_depth:  Union[Tuple, float , int, None], item_volume:  Union[Tuple, float , int, None] ) 
->  opentrons.protocol_api.labware.Labware 

Load a labware with the given name onto the device. The deck position is defined by the device. 
Additional parameters need to be set accordingly to the type of labware and adapter (see: Load 
labware  4.3 ) The returned object is the same as when a labware is loaded by the Opentrons API 
via: protocol_api.ProtocolContext.load_labware()

PARAM load_name: str Load name/API Name of the labware 
that should be        used with the device.

 label: str An alternative for the labware. If spe-
cified,       this is the name the labware will 
appear as in the run log     and the cal-
ibration view in the Opentrons app

 If the labware definition defines multiple cavity types, it is required to set a      value for 
each cavity type for the next three parameters. Use a tuple to do so. 

 z_offset: Union[Tuple, float , int, None] Additional offset, due to the usage of a 
QI adapter. If not                                             defined it is set to 0.0. 

 item_depth: Union[Tuple, float , int, None] Depth of vial or tube in millimeter.

 item_volume: Union[Tuple, float , int, None] Volume of vial or tube in microliter.

RAISES ValueError Errors regarding input parameters.

 ConnectError Device is not connected.
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 exec_cmd(self, cmdString: str, **kwargs) -> str 

Transmit a command to the QI device and get the response. The list of commands and return val-
ues can be found in the integration manual on the QINSTRUMENTS homepage (https://www.qin-
struments.com). 

The command termination character (<CR>) must not be set at the end of the com-
mand when using the exec_cmd() function.

 

PARAM cmdString: str Command that should be executed.

 **kwargs Additional parameter(s) that depends on the com-
mand that     is executed. See List of blocking and 
non-blocking      commands.

RAISES ConnectError Error connecting the device.

 UnknownCommandError Command is unknown, not supported by the       device 
or misspelled. 

 InvalidReturnValueError Return value is invalid probably due to an error      in 
the communication/connection.  

 CommandNotAllowedError Depending on the status of the device, some       com-
mands are not allowed. 

 ShakerHasWarningError A warning occurs due to overstepping of defined        
timeouts. The device may not have an error but      
something is definitely  not correct. For example,      
something is blocking the motor so the device       can-
not reach its desired speed in normal time.

 ShakerHasError The device has an error. The error code will be      dis-
played and can be looked up in the integration     
manual. 

 
 
 6.2 QOT CHECK

If errors occur while using a QINSTRUMENTS device in your script, it might be due to changes in the 
Opentrons API. As stated in the  requirement checklist, the QOT python module was developed with the 
App Version 3.20.0 and the API version 2.6  Further testing was then conducted with the App Version 
4.0.0 and API version 2.8. We will try to keep our testing up to date, regarding future versions of the 
Opentrons System. It is however likely that a time gap between new Opentrons versions and testing will 
arise.

Initial testing for compatibility can be conducted using the QOT_check.py script. The script is part of the 
QOT zip file. It will test methods of the Opentrons API that are used in the QOT python module for their 
availability and their expected return value(s). It is however not advised to use the QOT python module 
after a major change in the API version. Which would, at the time of writing, be the switch to version 3.

To make the test, load the QOT_check.py script into Opentrons App like a normal protocol. The result 
will be prompted right after loading the script. It is not required nor intended to RUN the QOT_check.py 
script
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 6.3 QUICK START GUIDE
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 7. WARRANTY

QINSTRUMENTS warrants products manufactured by it to be free from defects in material or work-
manship under normal use and service for a period of 2 years from date of shipment.

This warranty is specifically limited to the replacement or repair of any such warrantable defects, 
without charge, when the complete product is returned to QINSTRUMENTS, freight prepaid, at the 
address shown above. Contact the factory at the address above for a Return Material Authorization 
(RMA) number before returning the product.

QINSTRUMENTS shall be the sole judge of the warrant ability of alleged product defects. Products that 
are returned for warranty examination and that are found to be non-warrantable are chargeable and 
are returned freight collect. A copy of a purchase order with the amount of the charge must be received 
by QINSTRUMENTS, either by mail or by FAX, before any equipment is returned. Warrantable products 
are repaired or replaced at no charge and returned freight prepaid.

THIS EXPRESS WARRANTY EXCLUDES ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT 
NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR PURPOSE. 
QINSTRUMENTS GMBH SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR WARRANTY IN ANY AMOUNT EXCEEDING THE 
PURCHASE PRICE OF THE GOODS. QINSTRUMENTS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, 
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT, OR OTHERWISE.

The buyer acknowledges that he / she is not relying on the seller's skill or judgment to select or furnish 
goods suitable for any particular purpose and that there are no warranties that extend beyond the 
description on the face hereof.

This warranty extends only to the original purchaser and shall not apply to any products or parts that 
have been subject to misuse, neglect, accident, or abnormal conditions or operations. Claims for dam-
age in transit are directed to the freight carrier upon receipt.

QINSTRUMENTS will only accept parts / devices for return that do not pose a threat to the health of our 
staff. In particular, the devices may not have been used in Biosafety Level 3 and 4 environments or have 
been exposed to radioactive or radiation materials. Such devices will not be accepted by 
QINSTRUMENTS for return.
 

Please use the online form for registration of your appliance and service:

www.qinstruments.com/service/

Your completed data will serve as registered certificate of guarantee for our extended 
guaranteeing and will assure optimal service.

Please keep your sales slip for a possible warranty case which must be presented then. 
Your personal data will not be given to third persons

http://www.qinstruments.com/service/
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 8. NOTES
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 9. SUPPORT

We provide a range of technical material (e.g., application notes, poster, bulletin, data sheets) that 
describes our products and key applications in detail. All of our technical documents are available on our 
web page in the corresponding product pages. Technical Data Sheet, Operation manual, 2D and 3D draw-
ings and Software can be found in the download area of each product.

Please use the following link to our support form (https://www.qinstruments.com/service/support/) in case 
service or support for your product is needed. Please ensure to provide the serial number, as it is an 
important information for our support team. Direct contact via phone or email is also possible.

Online QINSTRUMENTS.com

E-Mail support@qinstruments.com

Phone +49 3641 55430

Address QINSTRUMENTS GmbH
A BICO COMPANY

Loebstedter Strasse 101
07749 Jena

Germany

DISCLAIMER, LEGAL NOTICES AND TRADEMARKS
All document design, text, graphics, the selection and arrangement thereof and all other materials in this document are copyright by 
QINSTRUMENTS. QINSTRUMENTS GmbH reserves the right to modify their products for quality improvement and such modifications may not 
be documented in this manual. This manual and the information herein have been assembled with due diligence. QINSTRUMENTS does not 
assume liability for misprints or cases of damage resulting from misprints in this manual. If there are any uncertainties, please contact info@qin-
struments.com.
 
QINSTRUMENTS is owner of numerous patents worldwide. Please respect our intellectual property.
 
WO2008135565, US8323588, EP2144716: Sample handling device for and methods of handling a sample
WO2011113858, US9126162, EP2547431: Positioning unit for a functional unit
WO2013113847, US10052598, EP2809436: Cog-based mechanism for generating an orbital shaking motion
WO2013113849, US9371889, EP2809435: Mechanism for generating an orbital motion or a rotation motion by inversing a drive direction of a 
drive unit
WO2014207243, US20160368003, EP3013480: Application-specific sample processing by modules surrounding a rotor mechanism for sample 
mixing and sample separation
WO002022128814A1: Laboratory apparatus comprising a fixing mechanism for fixing a slide
WO002022128809A2: Laboratory apparatus comprising a mixing mechanism for mixing a medium of a slide
 
Please notify us in writing, by email or mail to our designated agent, if you believe that a user has infringed our intellectual property rights. 
QINSTRUMENTS trademarks are recognized worldwide. Please respect our trademarks as we will vigorously protect their proper usage.
 
QINSTRUMENTS®, BioShake®, ColdPlate®, HeatPlate® (QINSTRUMENTS GmbH)
 
Trademarks of third parties may appear on this site when referring to those entities or their products or services. All registered names, trade-
marks, etc. used on this site, even when not specifically marked as such, are not to be considered unprotected by law. Any names and trade-
marks not specifically marked or listed are property of the respective owner.

Further trademarks used in this website and catalogs: Brand® (BRAND GmbH + Co KG), Corning® (Corning, Inc.), Eppendorf® (Eppendorf AG), 
Thermomixer® (Eppendorf AG), Eppendorf Tubes® (Eppendorf AG), Eppendorf twin.tec® (Eppendorf AG), Falcon® (Becton, Dickinson And Com-
pany), Greiner® (Greiner Labortechnik GmbH), MOXA® (Moxa, Inc.), NUNC® (Nunc NS Corporation), SILA Rapid Integration® (Association Con-
sortium Standardization in Lab Automation), TECAN® (TECAN Group AG), Windows® (Microsoft Corporation).
 
Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. All rights reserved.

https://www.qinstruments.com/service/support/
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